
Provides memory safety using a mix of compiler and runtime checks.

Code is divided into safe and unsafe blocks.

Rust also has a number of special rules and properties that are checked 
by the compiler:

ownership - all variables are owned by one and only one function

exclusion rule - code can have multiple immutable references to a 
variable or one mutable reference, but never both at the same time

lifetime analysis - all references have a lifetime in which they can be 
used.

Below is the message rate profile from osu_mbw_mr [5] written in C 
compared with a version implemented in Rust with RSMPI [7].

Despite being memory safe, Rust has comparable performance to C [8].
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Memory safety protects a program from errors that could
lead to memory corruption and undefined behavior (UB) [9].

Contributions

Implementations of memory safe point-to-point (P2P) 
messaging in Rust.

Analysis of performance and overhead of the different 
solutions.

Methods for doing efficient and memory safe messaging with 
multiple languages

Results

Safe P2P communication
Possible methods: serialization or type IDs (internal type ID or 
hash of type signature [3])

We implemented three different designs, all of which are based on 

UCX [10]:
bincode [6] - a serialization method
flat - uses type IDs with no data preprocessing or packing 
iovec - variation of flat allowing for more complicated types

FlatBuffer trait/interface used for messages:  

We wrote latency and bandwidth benchmarks based on the OSU 
Micro-Benchmarks [5].

RSMPI [7], the existing MPI binding, is used as a baseline.

Different datatypes were used to best show performance of the 
different methods:

simple:

complex-compound:

complex-noncompound:

Conclusion
Improving memory safety can increase usability and decrease
development errors in MPI applications.

P2P messaging can be made safe without prohibitive performance 
loss.

Methods such as serialization work better for more complicated 
types, but are not as performant.

Type IDs are best used for validating messages with simpler 
types.

Further research is needed for other areas, such as with collective 
argument mismatches.

For MPI programs to be valid and well-defined, there are many 
requirements that need to be checked: collective call arguments must 
match between processes; datatypes must also match with point-to-
point messages [1, 2].

Programs that do not follow these rules are considered invalid and
memory unsafe. MPI profiling and debugging tools can find a lot of 
these errors, but not all, especially memory safety errors that only 
occur under certain conditions.

More recent languages, such as Rust [4], are designed to be memory 
safe and this makes using MPI as a safe parallel library challenging.

MPI and memory safety
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